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I.T. Support
Costs Too Much!
DAVID WOLF

VICE PRESIDENT OF JUST SOLUTIONS INC.

As a business owner, I bet payroll is your biggest
headache and expense. What's second? Rent/Mortgage?
They are both necessities and you work hard to cover
these costs of doing business.

How far down on your list of priorities are technology
expenses such as computers, phones, Internet,
software, and support?

Do you know how much your organization spends on
technology? The average is 4 to 6 percent of revenue. For
smaller businesses, they tend to be on the higher end of
the range. Large corporations doing billions, spend at
the lower end. So, if your business is doing $1 million a
year, are you spending $50,000 on tech annually?
($4,167/monthly).

We’re counting our
blessings this Thanksgiving,

and our clients make up
many. Thank you for being
part of our business family

and placing your trust in us.
We've grown so much this

past year and that's
because of you. We are
extremely fortunate to

serve the Rochester and
WNY community. Thank you

for making our success
possible. From the entire
Just Solutions team, we

wish you and your families
a happy Thanksgiving!

Happy
Thanksgiving

https://www.justinc.com/
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_9yd5-wUEQ7uiMyNA3esy3Q
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LIZ DEWERT
HELP DESK SUPERVISOR

BROWN TEAM

I enjoy the versatility of
working both in office and
from home, which for me is
big since I live almost 40 min
from work. Also how the team
works together. It’s great to
see a team pool their minds
together and work like a team
to achieve a goal. Oh and
can’t forget Miley! 

Favorite Thing About Working At JSI:

Favorite Thing To Do Outside of Work:
It’s an interesting balance
between crocheting blankets,
hanging with my son, and
online gaming. 

Recently, I had a client ask me to reduce
their monthly fees. Their justification was
they can't afford it anymore and they
needed to cut their budget. They were only
paying $45 per workstation, well below the
industry average of $120 per workstation.
Meanwhile, additional security services
were added to the workstations to protect
them against ransomware, malware and
admin privilege escalation. Will they find
something cheaper? Will it protect the
computers as required? Most likely not.

MEET THE TEAM

Let's look at this from the cost of an
employee perspective. The average
"knowledge worker" (someone using a
computer daily) is making $63,000 per year
(per Glassdoor, 2022). So, the employees
are costing a company, on average,
$30/hour. How do you compare?

The last thing you want them doing is
waiting on slow email, web, or applications.
Even worse, why wouldn't you have a
backup connection to your Internet? Did
you know the average downtime is 14
hours a year for Internet? That's
approximately $91,000 a year in lost
revenue and costs from Internet. We aren't
even talking about other outages such as
power, server down, PC lockups, failed
updates, user errors, and ransomware.

Why would you settle for the
slow or mediocre internet
speed when you are paying
that much for your employees?

So, which would you recommend to a
fellow business owner looking to cut costs?
Let one employee go or cut their
technology expenses? Slow, outdated
equipment, poor Internet connection,
delayed maintenance, fixing things after
they break, all kill employee productivity
and hurt your company more than any
other factor (next to COVID).

Follow us on LinkedIn for
more employee spotlights
and Just Solutions content!
@JUST SOLUTIONS, INC.

https://www.justinc.com/
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review is from Susan R.This

Anyway, I've got to go, a client's
Spectrum connection just went down,
and they can't use their systems.
Response on ETA from Spectrum, "I
don’t know, no guarantees, we will do
our best. Lots of Spectrum clients
effected.”

What our
Clients Are
Saying

Just Solutions, Inc., is always very prompt in
helping answer my tech questions. I had
trouble logging on from home this morning,
and a technician called me even before I
managed to make it to the office and
resolved my issue. I appreciate the speedy
resolution!

We run six different programs to protect a
computer these days, including monitoring
24x7 and locking the computer down from
spreading any infection. Let's figure out
their savings compared to a day of
downtime. They only have 10 PCs. As a
non-profit, their price was only $60/mo per
workstation. Assuming they find someone
to only charge them $40/mo, they are
saving $200/mo by switching. If they have a
one-day outage, they will be losing $2400 a
day in salary plus benefits.

Sometimes the rationale is, I am told, we
don't need the computers. We can operate
without them. When I ask them if I can turn
off their server and their Internet, they
protest the idea profusely. Reality is most
organizations cannot be effective and take
care of their clients without their
computers and Internet. Period.

Your people cost too much not to give
them quality infrastructure and reliable
Internet. I just don't get why every business
does not have multiple Internet
connections these days. 

Absolutely no savings, yet they increased
their risk dramatically due to lower security
standards and protection. If they are down
for a few days, they have lost thousands of
dollars and lost the ability to serve their
clients

Security requires layers of
protection. There is no one
magic solution to block every
attack vector.

https://www.justinc.com/

